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:PREFACE

.
In 1972 Austin College, a private liberal arts college.of 1200 students,
presented jointly to the National Endowment for the Humanities and to the
National Science Foundation a proposal for a Total Institutional Pioject on
Changing Tasks and Roles in Higher Education. Both agencies responded with
support for the Project designed to install a new educational program to
facilitate more active and individualized learning roles for students, more
responsive roles for faculty, and development of strategies of -continuing
self-renewal for the College. Both agencies participated with the college
in the selection of an Advisory Panel of nine nationally prominent educators

Nof varied expertise to serve for ongoing consultation, evaluation, and liaison
for a-three-year period beginning near the end of the first year of-the Project.

he -Advisory Panel of the Austin College Total Institutional Project
represented a significant,experiment in consultant relationships. This' dynamic
Panel served the Austin College Project in a variety of ways within a collectivd
and continuing relationship over a three year period. This preface to the

, Final Report of the Advisory Panel has been prepred by Austin College in an
»attempt to point out specifically -the range of the contributions of the Panel to
the various parts and phases, of the Proje'ct and the impadt of this distinctive
type of consultative process.

The six semi-annual meetings of the Panel on the Austin College campus were.
significant landmarks in the development of the Project. Each meeting had an
impact rather like a site visit from a sponsoring agency because of the Panel's
liaison role. These meetings, other visit's of individual Panelists, and various
forms of correspondence provided a continuous oversight capable of identifying
any major problems that might have arisen. The impression of being checked
out in semi-annual visits made the Project and College staff more alert to potential
problems and probably prevented some from materializing.

The Pan l's series of meetings Provided a rhythm and discipline for the Project
staff' in e preparation ana follow-up for each meeting. In these meetings the
Panelists provided a broader critique for testing ideas and creative approaches
and for- ex mining options before actions were taken. The cont UL...ilia of the
relationshi of the Panel to the Project made possible a significant development
of their un rstanding of the institutional context and of the people involved in
dealing with the complex educational issues of the Project,, so that their advice
and insights ecame more and more valuable through the three-year period. To
understand th nature of this developing relationship it is helpful to review the
principal actiVities of the series of Panel meetings.

Meeting I: May 1-2,, 1973. The first meeting of the Advisory Panel was
necessarily erganitTational in emphasis. Three Parilists who were unable to
attend this meeting were specially introduced to the Project in visits diring the
1973 Summer Resource Laboratory (SRL). Representatives of the, NSF were present

a
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at the inaugural meeting..,', The NEH did not send a representative, but its
critical support was speola y acknowledged. John May was Installed as
Chairman of the Panel. (Su equently, Dr. Ma'cy had to withdraw from the
Chairman's role for reasons health, and Wayne .Holtzman.was named
Chairman.) The Panel_reviewed the progress of the first year of the Project
including the 1972 SRL and plans for the 1973 SRL. As part of its next meeting,
the Panel decided to experience the Birkman Seminar, a personality profile with
which none of the Panel members were familiar.

Meeting II: October 1-2, 1973. For the second meeting all Panelists were
present except John Macy who was ikl. Each had the opportunity to complete
a Birkman questionnaire prior to the meeting, and a mini-Seminar was con-
ducted by Birkman personnel to give the Panelists the results of their
questionnaires and to demonstrate the technique. Panelists' reactions to ti-re'
Birkman experience varied. Action was taken at this meeting to have the \\
developing work on the Birkman examined more closely by the Panel in its futur
meetings. Other activities included presentations and discussions reviewing
the 1973 SRL.

Meeting III: April 29-3.0, 1974. Six Panelists attended the third meeting.
Most of the first day was devoted to a review of College developtnents and the
progress of the Project, including plans for the 1974 SRL. Special emphasis was
on reports from the three Resource Service Units, and the faculty and student
-reports on the impact of the Project on the curriculum of the Humanities, Science,

1and Social.Science Areas. Student-directed projects also received attention,
including a Policy Research group'and a Student-Originated Studies program.
The second day began with a comprehensive discussion by the Panel and College
staff members on evaluation and reporting of the Project. This discussion formed
a basivfor the Project's overall evaluation plan later developed andoubmitted
to the funding agencies, Time was proiiided for various conferences of Panel
members with students and faculty. The Panel then held a workirlg session on
the Birkman Method and plans for its adaptation. Drs. Roger Birkman and Roy
Mefferd presented a Technical/Report and answered questions. The, decision
was made that the College sraf\ would work closely with them in adapting-the .
Birkman materials for use with college students .

Meeting IV: December 5-7, 1974. Building on the Panel's increasing under- \
Standing Austin College and the Total Institutiondl Project, this meeting was even
more of a working session than the previous ones .1- Six Panelists attended.

. Reporting to the Panel concerned a recent NEH site\ visitation and possibilities
for the Panel to hold its next meeting in conjuncti4 with the Austin College 125th
Anniversary Commission, a special group helping the College celebrate and
acknowledge 125 years of service and operation. Evaluation was a theme of
this meeting. In discussions with the two candidates for employment as in-depth A.

interviewers, the Panel helped to reline plans concerning sampling, interviewing
techniques, and schedule. The Panelists also became involved directly in
evaluation by accepting individual assignments to prepare interim evaluations on
various features of; the Project. Panelists engaged in conferences.on the various
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topics,' and each prepared awritten report on two or three of the topics.
Between conferences, Panelists visited classes. ThePanel also decided to

, -
contract with the(two prospective interviewers as a team to,conduct\the in -depth
interviews for evaluation of the Project, and agreed to, participate in the sprag
meeting of the 125th Anniversary Coromission.,

Meeting V: April 25-26, 1975: Much of rvIklet-ing V wa---Sti-esr. eviewirig k

plans and activities underway f r evaluation and reporting of the Project and
for con4ainuing the thrust of th Project after outside funding. ended. Seven'
Panelists vver, present. S cial attention was given to the in-depth interview
then in progress, with the anel meeting in executive session with one of the
interviewers. The Pan also discussed its own functions and outlinedtits
responsibilities for th remainder of &Project. A draft of an interim report to
NEH and NSF, comp sed primarily of the status reports written by Panelists at
Meeting IV, was r iewed and approved for submission to the funding agencies.
On the second da , the Panel met with the Austin College Board of Trustees to
hear presentati s from the 125th.Anniversary Commission.

Meetin. VI: ovember 5-6 1975. Thit two-day Meeting concluded the
involvemen of, the Panel with the Project. Purposes of the meeting'centered on
the Panel ts( evaluation offre Project, and the reporting of that evaluation to
the Aust 'College campus community. Considerable tithe was devoted to ,

discus on of the Panel's final writteiio report and of prc(cedures for bringing it to
corhpl tion. In addition, the Panel,gave its conclusions to the College
com 'nity through any open forum in which the Panel reported its findings (-o
stu nts, faculty, staff, and trustees. As in each previous meeting there were
als conferences of individual panelists with different College and PT-oject leaders
in matters of the Panelists' special interests and expertise.`

diVidual Contributions of Panel Members

In addition to their functions as a group, each member of the Panel provided a
distinctive resource of experience and advice, as the following selection..of
topics indicates:

Horace Hartsell: Instructional design as the appropriate context and.strategy for educational media

Bud Hodgkinson: Educational research irOts broad social conitext--how
to know what is really happening, to to e its mea sure,' and to
use that information'

Wayne Holtzman: Tests and measurements; the p ychologica impact
of experimental prograins and processes; lea ership as Chairman
of the Panel

John Macy: _College governance and adrr7inistration; developing a
useful record of Project activities
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Fred Ness: The national context"of liberal arts colleges--their roles
now and in the future, and what is needed for filling the needs
of the future

Martha Peterson: Maintaining the identity and, function of a college; the
responsibilities of educational leaders in regard.to the ilressures
and concerns faced by students, including those related to the

changing status of women

Jack Powers: The interest of the scientific community seen broadly
in its application to education, including the professional
development of ia-ialty in the sciences and social sciences

Edie Seashore: The key role of interpersonal relationships in the
classroom and in educational administration, and even within
such a group as the Advisory Panel

Joe Wall: Maintaining the traditional values' of the breadth of the
liberal arts and the satisfactions of acadeine while-adapting
to a chenging educational context.

Roles and Impact of the Panel ^'

3/4In their collective function, the most important contributions of the Panel to
the effort represented in the Project had Co do on the one hand with evaluation
and planning, and on the other hand with communication gnd involvement.
The purposes of the Panel for consultation and for liaison-with the funding
agencies were always important, but the need for acquainting them with the
program and project of Austin College prompted an early emphasis on
communication and Opportunities for involvement.

Asa group, the Panel represented to Austin College the external community, of
higher education and helped the College learn to communicate better with that
external community. They were an active and probing,audience for the College's
written and oral attempts to inform them about the program and project. Their'
questions helped sharpen the articulation of goals, principles, and procedures
as they asked for clarifications, ask why we were 49ing this and not that,
challenged us concerning the practicality of some of our ambition.s, and
confirmed and restated many of our commitments. Some people at Austin
College were at first awed by this very distinguished group looking over'our
shoulders, but this soon changed to a feeling of "we're all in this together,"
as fhe Panel's warmth, directness, and understanding of our task became evident
to all.

An equally importapt but somewhat more difficult role to explain was the
"third-party" role filled by the Advisory Panel. Occasions for informing the
Panel in oral presentations were deliberately managed so that they also served

)
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to inform and update the rest of the Austin College community, ior as many as
could reasonubly 1)o gathered, for the event. Their role"on such occasions was
that of communication catalyst, helping to gain the attention and understanding
of the rest of the audience. At a slightly subtler level, their role seemed also .

"4%

to be a catalyst for attitudinal change as well--the evidence of their interest
seeminj to trigger a latent sense of commitment, or to confirm and strengthen arL_

--already-ae-tive one, on the part of some of the faculty in the audience.

Evaluation in t was designed to be formative and to serve the'planning
of what should be done nex". For this reason, the .fu.nctions of.the Advisory,
Panel relative to evaluation began with their first meeting, or even before that
with the written materials sent to them as background for that rrieeting. Even
their Final Report that follows this Preface has a developmental emphasis,
reviewing what has been accomplished (and what has not) as information
useful for further planning. Bes'ides numer s incidentalIntributions to
the Project's evaluation efforts, the Panel w s closely involved in the.
development of a general plan for summative valuation, undertook responsi-
bility for supervising the In-Depth Interview rocedure, and prepardd an
Interim Report as well as this Final Report. .+

should be kept in mind that while the Final Report of the Advisory Pinel
was written during fall term 1975, some of the Panel.'s'conclusion4 are based
largely on earlier observations, such as the in-depth interviews. Th'eir
findings thus represent a" "snapshot" taken at a particular time for a continually
developing, changing program. In several instances, subsequent to the
Panel's observations there have been developments which. have substantially
changed the programs involved.

Because the Total Institutional Project represented comprehensive, total:
change of an institution, the Advisory Panel looked at all aspects of the College,
its programs, ,tructure, and environment. This broad approach to review and
evaluation turned out to be very helpful. In a few Collateral areas outside the
Total Institutional Project per se (and not funded by either NEH or NSF), the
observations of the Panel in their final report are based on very limited and
sometimes premature feedback.

Two significant instances may be cited. In the report there are reservations
.about the "faculty personnel program." After the Panel's report was prepared in
December 1975, substantial funding was obtained for theFaculty Career
Development Program, which now is well underway. , The College's faculty
personnel program and the reer Development Prograrii are now installed, and
are being well received faculty. Similarly, the Panel's observations on
governance reflect their limited involvement with some recent developments.,
Installation of the governance structure at the level of the individual progratns
was proposed but ras not fully implemented until funding was obtainecrthrou,gh
a foundation grant in the summer of 1975. , Implementing this "grass- roots"
participation at the program level is already vproducing a- need d balance in the
whole complex structure for shardSgovernance.

8 A



If there'was one contributiob of the Panel that-was more important'than any
other., it was the clear message that others cared deeply about the kinds of -
,issues Austin C011ege was attempting to deal with through, its Total Institutional

. Project. The faCt that such distinguished and busy people were whling to
invest their time and energy in our project - -and did so with 4Dvious enthusiasm- -
had a tremendous and positive impact in heightening the sensef 'commitment of
members of the Austin College community

We at Austin College are pleased that,this Preface to the Advisory Panel's z

Final Report gives us a special opportunity to express our gratitude for the
i'mportantscOntribution made.by the Advisory panel as a group and individually,
We deeply appreciate their firmness as well as their patience with us, their
probing inquiries as well as their encouragement.

0
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'John D. Moselpy,
President and rroje.c'# Director
Austin College
Sherman, Texas
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The concept of an. Advisory Pane was first proposed by. the Nationalconceit

Science Foundation as part of the evaluation component for the Total
4

Institutional Project. Ilithe final stageslof negotiation with the two

sponsors, it was agreed that the'Advisory Panel should not only observe

and advise the faculty and staff of Austirj College:but should also previde

. some kind of liaison with, the tWro sponsoring agencies. Many different '

factol were considered\in.developing a list of nominees foil the Panel:

duration, th' Advisory Panel was unable to make a,searching inquiry. And.

The nine-member Panel a finally constituted in the spring of 1973, con-

sisted of inUividuals,representing a number of different disciplines,

private'fouhdations, specialized professional schools, national associations,

college administration,.eduiational technology, orgaFIizati'onal theory and

human relations. The unusually Comprehensive nature of the Total Institu-

tio al Project required a diversity orspecialties and points of view only

rarely encompassed within a single advisory group. The Panel was encouraged

by Austin College to-Investigate any aspect of the College's program that

it felt was Televant td the overall purposes' of. the project.
.

Limited to two meetings a year for the three years o the project's

yet, by deploying its resources and specializing on occasion, the Panel

Was able,to gain a great deal of understanding concerning the elements of

the project, the factors that appear t influence these elements, and the.

general significance of the tot. program. This final report of the Advisory

Panel is organized around these program elements and major factors that

appear to be of special significance. A detailed description of the

Advisory Panel meetings', as well as individu 1 consultations rendered by

`1 2
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members of the Panel ph special occasions, are presented elsewhere.

Some general observations will be presented first, followed by a.more

detailed frvaluation of specific program elqwents, that together comprise
ej

%_the Total Institutional Project.

%Iv
st.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

Goals of the Project and of Austin College

All members of the Advisory Panel were enthusiastic about the general

vgoal of the Total Institution. Project. While many of the indi)dual
\,.

elements of the rOgram have been ttempted elsewhere, moving forward with

new ideas on s many different fronts on in order to 'keal with all

iaSped of changing institution is indeed an -xciting concepts. Even
,

/

ost of the goals represent abstractions which cannot ever be. --

el. f 1

perfectly attainable, this injaa way lessens the importance of thd:exercise
;, /- 1

involved in their formulation and pursuit. As will be 'evident !tn?,more'
di :, ..

. t :, 4
detailed.14evfew of specific program elements, the Coll1; has not reached

-0.

all ofp initially formulated goals.. Nevertheless,ipedfic achievemerits
. %

ha4 be impressive. The faculty and staff of the College, as well as
.

Student leaders, have gone about their work.in a very systeMatic fashion.

andiall of them are to,be congratulated

It is important for Austin College to set new goals for the next period
e _

N,
in its development program. These also should be far" reaAing4in nature

even though t y may not be cOmpletelyattainablein an ideal sense. There

a danger that the Curreri faculty and staff wi I feel exhausted by the

. 1 3



tremendous efforts of the past three years. Sufficiently realistic goals

should be established, together with fairly concrete subgoals, that progress

can be recognized throughout the campus community.

One of the most impressive Apects of the'project to date has been the

progress made in getting the faculty and the students to work enthusiastically

together. This collaboration .has been achieved at a high level and represents

a major greregth at Austin College that is only rarely found in other

institutions. The success of the program to 'date may have resulted not so

much from the dollar resources as from the human resources which,, to a quite

remarkable degree, were willingly donated by bOth faculty and administration.

Reporting on the Austin College Experience

Austin College should make every effort to share its experience with
_ .

other institutions. The greatest use, to other colleges will be an evaluation

L
of why some particular program was Undertaken, whet goals were set for it,

and an honest evaluation of what has haodened. It would be helpful to

single out eacg element-of the Total Institutional Project and prepare S.
f,.

a general statement for distribution or discussion. If.done with complete'Candor

and emphasi'zing programs that have not been successful as well as'those which

have been judged to be highly successful, such statements should be'invaluable

to other colleges interested in profiting from this comprehensive demonstration

project. Brief descriptions and impressions concerning the value of many

of these program elements, as seen trough the eyes of the Advisory PaAel,

are presented later in this. report.

Any 'di'ssemination of results must be done with appropriate modesty.

'Inevitably, at least some other colleges will sta,rtfom the point of view
Ir .

.,that they could have done even better with the large grant of money made

14
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available by the sponsors.

In addition to written documents of various kinds, a general conferenCe

in the spring of 1976 would make it possible for representatives from

interested colleges to engage ingan intensive exchange with their faculty

counterparts at Austin College. Only in this way can the less tangible

aspects of the Total Institutional Project be successfully communicated

to outsiders. The subtle but important ways in which the many specific

elements of the project interrelate in a synergistic manner can best be

appreciated by total immersion in planned activities at Austin College.
4

The Advisory Panel Is an Experiment in Gonsultant Relationships.

The Advisory Panel was originally conceived as a way.of prqwidjng out-

side continual advice and support from a national perspective. On occasion .

where appropriate, the Panel could also serve as a liaison mechanism between

Austin College and the two national agencies providing financial support

for the project. For these reasons, the Panel has always preserved its

A

integrity as an independent body,. The liaison role to the National Science

Foundation and the National Endowment.for the Humanities never fully 4terialfzed,
4
probably because there were no specific issues or crises that required such

a relationship. Although it has met only twice a year, the Panel has served

as a sounding board for many of the activities at Austin College and has

taken an active part in designing the evaluation for the project.

The Advisory Panel played an important role in assuming responsibility

for the confidential in-depth interviews of 'all faculty members and a sample

of students. Drs. Adreain Ross and Charles Tesar collected a great deal of

important information in these interviews. In_this way, no faculty member

or administrator at Austin College had access to any of the confidential

information collected, an important provision.to insure complete candor and to

15
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protect, the privacy of the individuals interviewed. Wile such confidential

interviews might have been carried out by a third party contractor, the

present arrangement provedto be ideakfrom'every point of view.

Indiyidual
/
members.of the Advilbry Panel provided additional consultatiOn

in areas of their4tpecialization, Several Panel members made special

trips to Austin Colle *ge for this purpOse, particularly in connection with

the summer resource laboratories.

Several members of theAdvisory Panel felt that their contributions

might have been more significant if there had been an opportunity for more

frequent visits to the campus. With only two meetings a year each of short

duration, the_agenda for a given meeting was too heavily packed with

structured events: Each member of the Panel regretted that there wasn't

a greater. opportunity to visit c lasses, talk to faculty and students, and

.experience many of the eleme nts at firsthand. Too often, judgments mrde by

the Panel members 'had to be based upon secondhand information or predigested

summaries. At the same time, it must be recognized that all members of the

Advisory Panel had heavy schedules of other work which prevented their

becoming involved on the Austin College campus in any deep sense of the word.

.For these reasons the Panel may not have been as effective as it might 'have

bec'ome, given more time and resources.

/
In any event, it is important to recognize the symbolic value of, the /

Advisory Panel in serving as a catalyst for the project participahts. The .

111:$."-

,very existence of the Panel heightened the degree of preparation and evalua-
.

Lion oh"th'e part of both faclulty and administration. On balance, it is

clearly evident that an Advisory Panel of this kind can bea highly useful

mechanism for insuring the success of ayroject and its Accountability both

to sporisots and the general public.
40,
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Evaluation

Struggling with the problems of evaluation during the past three yeai-s

has produced a fairly sophisticated faculty at Austin College. Even under

the best of cOnditions, evaluative research in the field of education has

serious limitations because of the complex social context in which the

research is carried out and the bewildering array of uncontrollable vari-

ables that can influerice the outcome. The Office of Educational Research

and Development at Austin College, though small in size, has developed an

'excellent capability for the measurement of student chracteristics, the

documentation of institutional processes, and the assessment of social change.

The office has been exceedingly hflpful to the,Advisory Panel in providing

'information needed to undei-stand many of the acivities underway at Austin

College. This capability should be maintained and even strengthened in

the future in order to assess the delayed impact of the Total Institutional

Project, as.we.l tas to monitor(new programs as they develop.

A.p,pw grant from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation has been receivedby

Auitin College to aid in the development of a model for institutional self -

renewal in connection with a nontraditional self-study for reaffirmation

of regional accreditation. An emphasis on evaluation should continue as a

part of program opbrations, under this new grant.
-

Impact of the College Leadership Upon the Project.

Advisory Panel never'addressed itself in any systematic way to the

impact of individual administrators andofaculty members upon the Total

Institutional Project. -;As in any major undertaking of this sort, the

personalities, abilities; and roles of individual leaders in the institution

have clearly played a decisive part in determining the outcome of the project.

17



Even a casual observer cannot help but be impressed by the determination

and loyalty of the faculty in devoting themselves wholeheartedly to the

mgny difficult tasks encountered in the project. To single out any specific
. .

individual would do an injustice to the many persons who played crucial

roles in the implementation of the project. Nevertheless, one cannot help

but be impressed by the strong leadership and persistence of the President,

the personal, often charismatic leadership of the project director whose

death last year is an irrevocable loss to the College, and the quiet,

dependable administration of his co-director who has assumed full responsi-

bility for the project sin'ce his death. The particular combinations of

individuals and*the roles, they assumed at Austin.College during thOlpast

three years deserve more careful study in'order to gain a fuller understand-I
ing of the major forces affecting the outcome of theproject.

.SPECIFIC PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Over a dozen specific. program elements have been isolated far sp cial

attention as significant, fatures Of the Total -Institutional Project."

convenience of discAsion, these can be divided roughly into five major

areas as follows: (1) the substantive content of the curriculum; (2) persona

development of the student; (3) educational technology andmethocis; (4) faculty

development; and (5) organizational and institutional changes.

er
Substantive Content of the Curriculum.

Major efforts were devoted to the development of an integrated freshman

year program with Communication /Inquiry and the'beginning of a three-course-

series in the Heritilge OfgeStern Men as the core of the program. As ideally

S

conceived, this in rdisciplinary approach was intended to involve fasulty

from all areas of the ollege. In actual practice, however, the series on
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the Heritage of Western Men was taught largely by faculty within the

r Humaaities, most notably in History. The continuation of the series on
. 1

the Heritage of Western Men into the second year was joined by the Polity

Research course. In evaluating these core courses w ch were instituted

to replace the traditional distributional require ents of a liberal 'arts

education, one is struck by the great diversity among these courses in

respect to their innovative qualities, their popularity 'among both faculty

and students, their content and methods, and t eir relative success

measured by various methods. 1

Communication /Inquir-y. 'This freshman co e course- is ' somewhat novel

form of an orientation course for entering fr shmea; It is loose enoug h,to

allow innovation and variability of 'Ontent t meet the Interests of.the

students and the faculty.- Too frequently,'ho ever, it isnot taken seriously

by eithe? the:§tudents or the faculty. Many sections would appear to need

mare substance in their content in order to take full-advanlage of the

innovatiod. One of the d fficulties with the program 'as it now 'stands is

that there is a great deal of uncertainty as to just what shOpld be contained

in the program. SoMe fec lty members involved in the program are simply

not properly trained for his type of teaching. Those who do participate in

the progran sacrifice a gr at deal in terms of the effort that they must

/7
devote- to the Communication /Inquiry course at the expense of improved teach-

,

ing in their own disciplines and in their more advanced professional activities.

Quite clearly, the faculty in English, Speech, Psychology, and perhaps
,..

Education have a deknite part in the program,although it is unclear what
, ,,p ..

.
.

. ---------- _

`significant role can be played by the faculty in the Natural Sciences and '

Mathematics. Communication /Inquiry is a course that ..can be very useful

vehiclg for introducing freshmen to many new ideas, but'it is obviously not

19
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a course to be taught by every faculty member.

Heritigeof Western Man. In spite of the ambitious interdisciplinary

plan for this course''asinitially conceived, in most instances, the course

is not appreciably different from core courses in Western Civilization as

taught in many Other colleges and universiti The firsyiwo courses in

the sequence have not beem highly popular w th most .students and Olen the

faculty assigned to teach sections have done so reluctantly. The coin-se

needl wider participation, particularl1 from the sciences, if it is to realize

its original objectives: It must be kept fresh and alive for the faculty

by frequent change of some of the textbooks and by reular.meetings of the
A

staff to discuss ways in which the teaching can be more effective. Individual

instances exist of outstanding teaching with innovative methods, to be s#re,

but in general the course can be improved considerably by further work.

Several faculty members have already developed more effective learning

strategies with the use of simulation gaMes and modular methods that should

be employed l more widely. 4

Policy Research. In Policy Research, upperclass students and faculty

bring the interests'and expertise of different disciplines to a team effort

to study a-specific,societal issue and to formulate public policy alternatives.

Observations of the seminar in action under the director of the progriam

reveal a livejiness of dis,06ssion, of student initiative, and of sophistication

of inquiry that is indeed impressive. When properly handled, this program

seem$'to stimulate a gre.at deal of independence on the part of the partici-

pating students. The course is definitely innovative and shoilld be continued.

With the current cry for academ=ic relevance, this course be a smashing

success. And yet, as revealed by the in-depth interviews, it has been sharply

criticized by both faculty and students. Undoubtedly, the style of the

O

II

da,
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instructor and his skill in directing the seminar have a great deal to.do

with its success or failure. The particular topics chosen and the mixture

of students present -in the seminar may also be important variables. Because

its success appears to be dependent upon two or three key faculty members;

there are problems in keeping.Policy Research alive -- the constant search

for new'topics, the broadening of-faculty participation ithe wievenness of

student peer teaching in the various sections, and the problem of exhausting

the community as a field of operation. In, spite of these problems and ,

criticism, however, this course should be'retained as apart of the required

curriculum for most students.

In summary, the core course program has been quite innovative and bre

successful than most such prOgrams Osewhere in the country. Every part of

the care needs greater breadth of participation and constant scrutiny toli<eep

*i'alive. The faculty, above all,-must feel that the College is genuinely

interested in this program. 'Those who pa'rticipate must feel that they are

being rewarded for their efforts which are often contributed to the detrtrdent
.,

of their'specialized interests and professional advancement in a particular .

T"---
field. 1 .

_

-

Personal Development'of the Student.

Tied ih closely with the core curriculum for freshMen is a program aimed

at thd individual development of the students. The programis designed to

personalize the faculty-student advisory system that can then he extended

into ,the upper division of the College. Three elements of this program can

be tingled out for special attention -- the mentor role, thq Birkman Personality

Seminar, and the Career Counseling Program.

The: Faculty Mentor.Role. The student/mentor relationship begins in

Communication /Inquiry; the first of tix core courses. The faculty leader
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becomes the mentor for a group of about 20 freshmen. Communication abilities,

peesonal entity and values; and modes of intellectual inquiry are the
. I

foci Of tice course. Nearly all faculty participate'in the mentor role

with varyigg degrees of 'success. For those faculty members who are good,
/

counselors, this program is highly effective and provides a systematic

approach to the individual advising of students. For-facultymembers who

are unskillful or uncomfortable in this role of mento9, however, the faculty-
.

student rehtionship may be strained andlineffectiv. Changes in procedures

have been adopted for the 1975 fall' term in order to overcome some of-these

problems. The program should-be continued in revised form and periodically

evaluated in order to improve it. Obviously, some faculty should not be

serving as_mentors while others should be fully recognized for their capOilities

in this regard. ,

. The Birkman Method and Seminar. Borrowed from industry, this technique

involves the .administrition of a personality inventory and discussion of the

resultsln a small group seminar.under faculty leadirship. Extensive changes

have been made in the original Birkman Method as a result of early Critical .

evaluations. While the method may have gFeat potential value for some

freshmen in providing a means to learn more about.their own personalities

and how their salienj characteristics may affect others., for most individuals

the method has not been sufficiently significant to justifyfts-,continuatioh.

Both students and faculty were especial:ly'critical of the Birkman Seminar

wheg interviewed. It may well be hat the Students have shifted somewhat

in our current economic recession rom'orrying about psychological-attitudinal

-concerns to the practiinsfrumental concerns of what do'I do when I

graduate from Austin College.

. Career Counseling and Articulatiy(1;11h Graduate and Professional Schocls

Both students and faculty have become increasingly concerned about the career

22
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orientation of students.' The fierce competition to' gain' admission to

graduate and professional schools and the recent economic recession have

only exacerbated the problem, creating a sense of urgency on.the part'of

most upper division students and many faculty. Since about one out of

four students 1-10 expressed a desire to enter medical school, special

advising is necessary for the majority of students who will not be able to

gain admission under present highly competitive circumstances. More emphasis

nee .4 to be given to a career service office on campus and to'the greate

use of alumni who might be wiliing to provide intern training. in special'

fields during,,summers and in the January interim period. Special' symposia

on careers fn law, social service,Aindustry, journalisM, and other fields

should be utilized more fully than they have been in the past. In short,

the advice and concern for individual development shou'd extend beyond the
te.

academic curriculum. The faCt that *Austin College is not in the mairistream

of travel and is located in arsmall community adds to the disadvantage of

graduates in'finding employment.

. .

Educational Technology and Methods

A major thrust of the entire project'has been to individualize instruc-

tion aBlpersonalize the re4tionship between' faculty and stunts so that'

each student could take full advantage of all the resources on the campus.

A number of courses havelpeen thoroughly re'vised'to fit.the radically

.

different calendar And to take advantage of new-instructional technology.
w

Q often necessity has proven to be the mother of .inveritfork ,Three ele-

ments f the program deserve splal mention -- student teachers d self-

directed learning, interactive computing, and integration of educational

technology.

Learning by Teaching 'and Self-Directed Learning. Nearly all of the
r . .

juniors and seniors hgve had'experience in one or more "learnin9-by-teaching
II

roles.
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pment of self-paced, skill'- development modules,

ways for determining competencies and organizing laboratory dis-

cussion groups and large,classes have all provided, with varying degrees.

of success, new kinds of lea ning experiences for,students.'°Under the self-

directed curriculum, the stu entmay redue the time it takes to comple e

a module or block of content, But the program is limited since it does hot

allow tlle student who may be ,.a rapid leaerner to progress beyond the

established time frame ()It the one who may be a' slow learner to have more

,time to each the stated object'ves at his own rate: -TO program ,has been

,,well received in some areas arid deserves further effort to implement it ora

_ ,e/
as broad a base 'as possible. Perhaps more than,§,wr,157er area, the new

modern language program illust,ates the promise of this approach. "Self-
,

pacing" w*fliout time frames should also be considered and the faculty should

be encouraged to write some "operational definitions" to guide,them in

Oveloping new'instructional modules.

Interactive Computing. Computer 14teracy training for all incom'na

freshmen takes place in the Communication /Inquir -y o w ere students firdt

, receive a one-hour lecture, with slides. More advanced students then#'

introduce the beginners to the elements of- computer interaction. With

4
surprisingly little capital investment in computer equipment,'Austin College

is su essfully achieving minimal Level of computer literacy for all

z'
stude 71 addition, a small/number of studentsare going far beyond this

'revel by taking advantage of computer courses offered over the TAGER System.

The faculty and staffassociated3T6 domputing are well qualified and highly

dedicated. With the help of students, they have stretched their resources

to an impressive degree. 'It is apparent, h

will require

, that further improvements

bstantial financial investment. The College has already gone
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a long way in this direction.by acquiring a new computer systelli with

greatly increaseeflexibility and power.

Integrating Technology. Individualizing instruction and placing re-
.

newed emphasis upon student-initiated learning rather than classroom

teaching requires a greatly enlarged capacity for the integratiori of

educational technology. The magnificent new Ida Green Communication

/- Center , completed in 1972, provideS a unique resource for developing and'

using educational technology. The Center encompasses simultaneous tele-

vision transmission and receiving capabilities with the TAGER Green.tele-

vision network, the local television cable service, a 'ocal commercial- -

television station, and closed-circuit distribution within the Center and

for the Austin campus. Additions to the faculty and staff and the,newly

organized Department of Communication Arts are major steps in the right

direction. The integration of educational technology and its applications

to instruction and learning at Austin 'College are 'significant and impressive.

To continue at the present level of commitment will requir dditional

professional and technical personnel to teach, direc maintain the educa-
,

tional excellence already begun. An expanded pro ram oiServices.continues
.

to provide unique opportunities for the preprofessional preparatiOn of

students in the communication arts. The long-range plan for media use

includes professional andltechnical personnel to work with the faculty in

instructional development and curriculum design. To justify the use of

expensive media resources., a faculty advisory committee should work closely

with the director of media in determiniNg priorities according to the clarity

of specifications for the instruction,' the particular techniques, involved,

and the necessary resources for prodUction. The learning resources must

be of high. qurlity allad must be effectively used if their cost to the College

-
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is to be justified Further strengthening of these areas should place

Austin College in a commanding position of leadership in the effective

large-scale integration of educational technology as a learning resource.

A
Faculty Development.

.

Recognizing that faculty development and self-re 1.arg essential to
4, 4,

.bring about lasting change in the totalIprogram, Austin College has made
44.4

provision for several important developmental programs for the faulty

themselves. Most notable among these efforts are.the Summer ReSource
I -

Laboratory, the FacultyPersonnel Program, and concern for recognizing

'faculty achievements and evaluating faculty assignments. The Summer Resource

Laboratory is the most outstanding success among these prograM, the others

having been initiated only recently and with mixed results.

Summer Resource Laboratory. Grant funds from the sponsoring agencies

made it poss'ible for Austin College to conduct summer resource laboratories

each summer for both stu

4

().
extra income for selected facuity and

faculty. Thi six-week program phvided

p ortunities for both students

and faculty to exp ore institutional and pei-s nal ole changes and to develop

new skills. The 1 7J laboratory. was organ d speci ically around groups

concerned with_the ys in Which student, learn and par Jcular program'

elements. The iratroaction and use of co suters, integration of films and

related media, formulation of program obje dye's, student-paced learning in

relation.to.time blocks and calendars ucational"television peer teaching,
or

and one-to-one relationships in uding the mentor concept are just"some

of the learning modes introdu ed in these summer sessions. The 1974 and

1975 laboratories helped to aintain the momentum of the project and

capitalized upon advances uring the year. Factilty members, administrators,

and participating students a early unanimous in their elefthat-the ,

4
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Summer Resource Laboratory is a most crucial element of the Total rqstitu-
s

tional Project. Every effort should-be made to 'Continue some form of

laboratory for nculty self - renewal, and for evaluation of the succeSses and

failures during the year... In the future, such a program should also give

special attention to the professional aevelopment off individual faculty

members in their own area of special ty.

Faculty Personnel Program. Recognizing that diverse contributions

to the total program at Austin College are made in different ways by different

members of the faculty, the College has established a Faculty Personnel

Program. While thus far the program has been of limited scope and success,

the basic idea of working closely with each individual faculty member in

planning for his own career is a good one. There appears to be some

confusion among many faculty members who do not really understand the program
0

well and are unable to come forward w ith a clear statement of their personal

goa15. While the proA ram is perceived as having great potential and may be

a key o maintAini g faculty support in'the future, it needs vigorous imple-
,

mentatio and careful, review with full faculty participation before it can

succeed

Evaluation of Assignments and Faculty Reward System. The many new

activities and roles 'for faculty members under the Total Institutional

Project have resulted in a breakdown of the s mpler traditional departmental

lines of authority and the accompanying system for recognition of faculty

achievement. Rather belatedly; the administration recognized the major
4

changes occurring and has now made an effort to evaluate assignments and

to cope with the problems in recognizing faculty achievement. Midway in the

project, it was apparent that many f ity members were overworked in non-

traditional ways that were not,c1 arly recognized or rewarded. Faculty:

members need senior colleague with whom they can relate closely, a strength

27
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of the old departmental structure that has not yet been adequately replaced

in the new organization. The complex matrix approach to categorizing and

recognizi both structure and f nction has not yet been fully accepted by
MIL 4.

the faculty. Clearly, the current, sy by aich the program chairmen .

and committee members are assigned responsibi ties and recognized for

achievement can be improved. In the future, it 'will not be easy to provide

differential financial rewards to faculty members for outstanding teaching

and other recognized contributions. One type of recognition which can be

given even where financial rewards are not possible is to make certain that

senior adminirators and :faculty colleagues personally recognize a job

well done by an individual faculty member. Unfortunately, such personal

recognition and acclaiiiiis too seldom built-in as Dart of an academic reward

system. Over the past three years, most of the faculty at Austin College

have demonstrated a high degree of personal commitment to their work in spite

of the fact that rewards have nft always been forthcoming. The next year

or two is a crucial time in which,to pay tpecial attention to appropriate

ti.culty recognition and reward; otherwise, the letdown following completiOn

of the Total Institutional Project could grow,into apathy and bitterness.

Organizational and Institutional Changes.

A' major purpose of the'Total Institutional Project was to introduce

simultaneously enough new program elements to produce a critical mass of,

change, resulting in a new level of effectiveness as a college. Such massive

changes could hardly be undertaken without accompanying reorganization and

institutional change. While the president, the dean, major divisional heads

and areas of concentration still remain as the genkal structure of the

College, a number of changes have been implemented that are likely to be

relatively permanent. The number of committees' involving faculty and students

28
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has increased greatly in order to involve the entire community in the many

new activities Under the Total Institutional Project. The organization
a

has gotten sufficiently complicated\that alarge matrix is necessary to

show the faculty involvement in college-wide programs. One dimension of

the matrix is traditional and contains the disciplinary "homebase" of the

faculty member in the humanities, the sciences, or social sciences. The

other dimension involvelaupgram units, many of which are new as a result

of the Total Institutional Project. Program managers are designated,for

these units, ,resulting ia multiple roles for many facyty,and adminisk-ators.

This reorganization of the College has stripped away the traditional

lines of authority and responsibility, creating new opportunities for

motivating individual participants in the program. As a result, there does

not seem to.be a governing council among the faculty in which the faculty

themselves feel at they are able to participate in a fully responsive

manner. Many facult have the feeling that.thqy are rather powerless in

the current govfiance of the College. The flow of comthunication is generally

perceived as moving from the provost down rather than in the other direction.

As the College consolidates its gains of the past three years and achieves

some stability in the coming months, provision will have to be made for an

effective governing council in which the faculty themselves participate.

In an effort to deal with the problems of management and accountability,

a new program management system is being developed. Aimed at combining

faculty participation with accountability through decentralization of program

management, this new system was just being established as the Total Institu-

tional Project came to an end. Consequently, it is too early to judge the

effectiveness of this new management plan. Initially,howeVer, some diffi-

culties have been encountered because the term "management" has a number of
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negal'e connotations difficult to rercome in a faculty setting. The over-

all objectives of the program man emeat system are to achieve better

utilization of resources while accomplishing educational program objectives

in the most hdmane, effeCtive, and economical way possible. At this initial

stage in the development of the program, some faculty members are very

suspicious and skeptical Of its Value. Obviously, it will take a great

deal of open discdssiorrand flexible adaptation before the program is accepted

with any enthusiasm by the College community. Nevertheless, its objectives

are important and ev'ery effort .should be made to develop a successful

management plan.

The lines of reorganization and institutional change will become much

.clearer in the coming months, The recently obtained grant from the W. K.

Kellogg Foundation will provide'essential 'financial support to underwrite

the further development of this program management system.
t,

Related to the reorganization ads the major changes in the academic

calendar that have been an'integral part of the Total Institutional Project.

The 2-2-1-4 calendar has forced the faculty to restructure the entire

curriculum and to search for new kirV of instructional strategies. While

there are definite advantages in the new calendar which allows short periods

of time for concentration on a limited number of topics, the new calendar

also, carries with it disadvantages for those courses inwhich a longer term

of exposure is essential. There is obviously no ideal calendar as shown by

the wide variety that are currently in existenceacross the country. Now

that the College has adapted fairly well to the new calendar, it would be

better to make minor flexible adjustments in the current calendar than to

undergo an additional drastic change. The current calendaf. has been in effect

for do short a duration for any final judgement concerning its worth.
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Thetshort January term of one month.41as been tsed as a brief period
*ma

for world tours , rest and relaxation as well as intensive study in a

single area. While such varied activities have a certain merit,,con4uation

of the short January teWlishould stand or fall on the extent to which it

contributes to the academic enterprise.

It is apparent to the

2

made tremendous strides in its own academic prograth during th past several

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

\\\

entire Advisory anel that Austin College has

years and has successfully undertaken some very significant nnovations.

,It is unlikely that these program elements would have been .uccessful if

they had been attempted in isolation from each other,testi ying the validity

of the fundamental notion behind the Total Institutional 'roject. The modest,

kinds of limited evaluation that were built into the program were sufficient

to provide good information about why different program elements succeeded

or failed. While no scientifically rigorous evaluatio has been undertaken

concerning the im t of the program upon student lea ning, faculty develop-
,

ment, or institutional organization, even a casual ob'e ver cannot help but

be impressed by the depth and variety of innovations t at hive been seriously

introduced. As noted above, many of these ha bec2me permanent part of

the institution, while others have fallen by the ways e e years to

come will be crucial in determining the extent to which tin College can

maintain a higher leVel of enthusiasm and - vigorous self-ren al. Undertaking

a program of this magnitude 'must surely exhaust the faculty a d administration,

requiring a relatively quiet period of consolidation before ren wed effOrts \

to achie ew levels of excellence can be successfully mounted.
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A second challenge facing the College will be to return to the

business of educating students without the major stimulus that has

Come from a very large amount of federal support over the past three

years. It .remains to be seen whether ar.not the College can continue

to b innovative at a high level of quality while living within its own

somewhat limited budget.

he College will have to make special efforts to walk the'narrow

line between rigidity and fle;ibility. Because so much of the work over''

the past several years has been successsfpl, these aspects of the current

program should not be changed again until subsequent evaluation indicates

that a new approach should be taken. At the same time, the College cannot

afford to convert its program to a kind of religion, thus seeking to endow

it with both orthodoxy and immortality. Despite its Presbyterian heritage,

Austin College does .not have a built-in constituency in sufficient proportion

to insure that all seats -will be filled. Thus it becomes%111 the more

important that the College keep testing its goals and programmatic concepts

against tlfe changing realities of its own marketplace.

Without exception, the members/of thq4dvisory Panel regret that the

Total Institutional Project is coming to an end, if'for no other reason

than the intellectual excitement and enjoyment of interacting with the

College during meetings of the Advi'sory panel.
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